THE ADVISORY BOARD OF THE BOOKER T. WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL FOR THE PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS

ENRICHMENT GUIDELINES AND APPLICATION

THE HARTWIG SCHOLARSHIP

GUIDELINES

PURPOSE: The W. Richard and Sarah B. Hartwig Charitable Fund assists Booker T. Washington High School for the Performing and Visual Arts music students with necessary costs that many simply cannot afford for the requisite ‘tools of their trade’ - essential supplies to pursue their craft. The fund provides $2000 annually to needy Booker T. Washington students in the music cluster.

ABOUT THE SCHOLARSHIP: The fund was established by Richard and Sarah Hartwig to assist economically disadvantaged music students.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: Qualified candidates will submit a complete application, demonstrate financial need, and answer a question detailing the specifics of the request and anticipated outcomes.

SELECTION AND AWARD PROCESS:

- The Enrichment Committee of The Advisory Board will select the recipients.
- $2000 will be allocated annually to economically disadvantaged students in the music cluster – in any necessary increment. There is not a stipulation on number of grants to be awarded annually.
- The recipients will be required to send a thank you note and statement of how funds are to be used to both The Advisory Board and The W. Richard and Sarah B. Hartwig Charitable Fund.